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Part V: Data Science and Analytics 
 
Preface 
Conference Co-Chair: Mika Sato-Ilic 
Faculty of Engineering, Information and Systems, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan 
Recent advances in the area of information science have enabled the collection of multi-source data and complex 
data in vast amounts. Data scientists have been tasked with the increasingly significant mission of dealing with such 
data. Data science is the key to opening architectures in order to combine the different capabilities and functions of 
data analysis. The first function is to understand that real-world problems are the target of data analysis. The second 
is to interpret these real problems through mathematical computing. Third is to translate the performance obtained 
by the use of mathematical computing to a value in the real-world. These three functions define the spectrum of 
analytics that is the essence of the concept of the data science. Part V of this book presents various novel approaches 
from an extensive range of data science and analytics. 
 
Mining data to find latent structure: 
 
Data analysis techniques in data mining based on knowledge discovery from aspects of machine learning is an 
important focus of discussion in data science. This analysis will be realized by the development of advanced 
methodologies related with exploratory data analyses based on mathematical arguments and with substantial impact 
from the real world. The contents of the following papers include just such novel research on real world data.  
 
x Data Mining Based Hybridization of Meta-RaPS 
x Mining the Czech Insolvency Proceedings Data 
 
Text and knowledge analytics: 
 
Knowledge-based discovery is part of the core of data science and analytics which in turn is included in the 
computational and information sciences. This analysis targets the conceptual world, so knowledge-based discovery 
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technologies contribute to the understanding of data and the background phenomenon of data. The following papers 
illustrate this area in great detail. 
x Towards an Ontology-Based Persona-Driven Requirements and Knowledge Engineering 
x A Novel Text Analysis Platform for Pharmacovigilance of Clinical Drugs 
x The Role of Search Engine Optimization on Keeping the User on the Site 
x Evolutionary Model of Complexity Advantage: Organizational Development to Face Hyper-
Competitiveness 
 
Clustering data to aggregate the features: 
 
Data science adjusts in order to aggregate or classify data to develop a better understanding of the real world or to 
introduce systems to systematic real world phenomenon. Obtaining this systematic hierarchy is essentially the 
guiding principal of clustering methods. This topic is treated in detail within the following papers which include 
several case-studies utilizing novel hybrid techniques. 
 
x Adaptive Learning Model for Predicting Negotiation Behaviors of Systems Using Hybrid K-means and 
Linear Vector Quantization 
x Cluster Analysis of North Atlantic Tropical Cyclones 
x AHP Based Classification Algorithm Selection for Clinical Decision Support System Development 
x On A Multidimensional Cluster Scaling 
 
As conference co-chair for Part V, I wish to thank the authors of these papers for the time and effort they have 
invested in order to add to our understanding of the vital topic of data science and analytics. 
